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“NO MINIMUM ORDER”
On most lines

Action Working Dress
(Number 4)

Embroidered Badges
Also Leading Cadet/Petty Officer Cadet White Front Badges
& Physical Training Specialisation Singlet Badges

AWD badges are supplied roughly hand-cut from the fabric outside of a
stitched outline.
The backing outside of the stitched line should be carefully torn away before
trimming and folding the excess fabric under, prior to stitching the badge to
the garment.
It may be useful to make a few cuts in the fabric at approximately 90 degrees
to the stitched line around the top of the badge. This is known as feathering
and will make it easier to follow the shape when folding under. Take care not
to cut the stitching.
The backing inside the stitched line should not be torn away as it provides
stability for the badge and removing it is likely to damage the embroidery.
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Cadets and Petty Officer Instructors
AWD Badges are worn on the upper right arm of the Number Four Action
Working Dress shirt, halfway between elbow and shoulder.
It is the same position you would expect to find specialisation badges on the
Number One uniform.
Chief Petty Officers
AWD Badges are worn on the left breast of the Number Four Action Working
Dress shirt, immediately above the left p ocket. It is accepted practise to
remove the name tape (if worn) if the badge is too large to fit with it in place.
Warrant Officers and Officers
Warrant Officers and Officers DO NOT wear AWD Badges.
AWD badges are only worn on AWD shirts. They are never worn on any other
piece of uniform.
Only specialisation AWD badges may be worn. Proficiency badges are not
worn on AWD uniform.

Leading and Petty Officer Cadet White Front badges
These badges are worn on the left arm of the White Front shirt, halfway
between the shoulder and the cuff and are prepared and sewn on in the same
way as AWD badges.
Physical Training Specialisation Singlet Badges (Blue or Red)
These badges are worn on the front of the singlet, mid chest, below the neck
line. They are prepared and sewn on in the same way as AWD badges.
The blue-on-white badges may also be worn as AWD badges on number four
uniform.
SCC Dress Regulations refer.
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